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Abstract: Optical character recognition (OCR) technology is a field of continuous research in which text images are stored or utilized 

as data. However, OCR technology alone has limitations in classifying and recognizing attribute values such as address, name, and 

phone number expressed in text in a semi-structured form, such as a parcel delivery invoice (PDI) written by hand. Therefore, in this 

study, we propose a handwritten parcel delivery invoice understanding (HPDIU) model for automated parcel delivery reception. The 

proposed HPDIU model consists of two steps: region detection of the parcel delivery invoice (RD-PDI) and information extraction 

from the PDI (IE-PDI). The RD-PDI, which is the first step, minimizes the resolution adjustment by detecting only the necessary area, 

including the sender and recipient information in the image. The second step, IE-PDI, consists of an end-to-end framework without 

OCR technology using a document understanding transformer and integrates the process of character detection, recognition, and un-

derstanding. In other words, the proposed model can solve the limitations of the OCR technology because it can integrate the process 

of classifying and recognizing according to attributes. To prove the validity of the proposed model, we used 500 handwritten PDI 

datasets to evaluate the accuracy of the character units according to the attributes of address, name, and phone number. As a result of 

the evaluation, a total average of 91.67% in units of letters proved the superiority of the proposed HPDIU model. 

Keywords: Optical character recognition, Handwritten parcel delivery invoice understanding, End-to-End framework, Document 

understanding transformer 

1. Introduction
The demand for non-face-to-face courier reception systems 

has significantly increased as the market size related to logistics 

transportation has recently exploded [1][2]. The unmanned cou-

rier reception system is being expanded and introduced because 

it can reduce the workload of employees and the cost of mail pro-

cessing by shortening the waiting time for the convenience and 

accessibility of users. To fill out parcel delivery invoice (PDI) 

information, it is divided into two methods: writing with a digital 

device and writing by hand. The method of writing with a digital 

device can efficiently reduce the waiting time because the ad-

dress can be entered through an unmanned reception machine. 

However, digitalization makes it difficult for the elderly or infor-

mation-vulnerable to use it. Technical considerations are required 

to protect the underprivileged in a changing digital society. In ad-

dition, the handwriting method is problematic in that it is difficult 

to reduce the waiting time because the employee re-enters the 

address information written by the user into the reception system 

to receive the parcel. Therefore, technology that automatically 

recognizes PDI information, such as address, name, and phone 

number, is a core research technology that is very important in 

terms of economy and industry. 

As PDI is composed of characters, it is divided into two tech-

nologies [3]– a technology for recognizing characters and one for 
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classifying the properties of recognized characters. OCR technol-

ogy, which recognizes characters, is divided into print and cur-

sive recognition [4]. According to the characteristics of standard-

ized printed materials, the OCR technology for printed materials 

has been commercialized and generalized. However, OCR tech-

nology for handwriting is commercialized in limited situations 

because it is affected by individual handwriting, the condition of 

the fan, and even the material of the paper. In addition, English 

cursive recognition can be performed by classifying 52 letters of 

the alphabet by combining uppercase and lowercase letters. 

However, because Korean cursive recognition is composed of 

consonant and vowel combinations in syllable units, the total 

number of characters to be classified is 11,172 and the classifica-

tion difficulty is very high. In addition to these problems, OCR 

technology alone cannot understand the meaning of text or clas-

sify attributes.  

Recently, research on visual document understanding (VDU), 

a technology that can understand the properties of recognized 

characters, has been actively conducted along with the develop-

ment of OCR technology. VDU can be utilized for various appli-

cations, including document classification [5][6], information 

extraction [7][8], and visual question answering [9][10]. There is 

a strong advantage in improving the efficiency of tasks by auto-

mating the processing of document images such as commercial 

invoices, receipts, and business cards that require manual work. 

In addition, the range of applicable industries is wide, so research 

based on deep learning is rapidly expanding. VDU additionally 

performs the process of receiving and understanding the text rec-

ognized through OCR. Because these technologies are generally 

OCR-dependent, they have some fatal drawbacks. First, the OCR 

techniques used for pre-processing are expensive because they 

require training costs and large datasets. The second is the nega-

tive impact of incorrect OCR on the VDU technology. Post-OCR 

correction module [11]-[13] technology is generally used to pro-

cess this. However, this increases the overall system size and 

maintenance cost; therefore, it is not a practical solution for real 

application environments. 

To solve this problem, this study proposes a transformer-based 

handwritten parcel delivery voice understanding (HPDIU) 

model. The proposed HPDIU model consists of two steps: de-

tecting the parcel delivery invoice (PDI) area in the image and 

extracting the PDI information. In the first step, region detection 

of PDI (RD-PDI) minimizes resolution adjustment by detecting 

only the necessary area, including the sender and recipient 

information in the image. The second step, information extrac-

tion of PDI (IE-PDI), consists of an end-to-end framework that 

integrates character detection, recognition, and understanding 

processes without OCR technology using a document under-

standing transformer (Donut) [14]. 

The proposed model has three strengths. First, the proposed 

model can recognize cursive and classify names, addresses, and 

phone numbers by attributes, thereby reducing the time to fill in 

addresses and personal information during unmanned parcel de-

livery. Second, the IE-PDI of the proposed model can reduce the 

dataset construction time because it does not require labeling for 

text-area detection. There is a limit to separately building each 

dataset to train the existing OCR and VDU models. Because the 

proposed HPDIU model integrates the two processes, a dataset 

for text-area detection is unnecessary. Third, the proposed model 

can reduce the amount of computation in the PDI information 

extraction step because it can remove unnecessary regions from 

the images through PDI region detection.  

2. Related works

2.1 Optical Character Recognition 
OCR is a traditional research topic in the field of image pro-

cessing and refers to machine recognition of printed or handwrit-

ten characters. In other words, it is a technology for recognizing 

the content corresponding to a character in a document image in-

put through a scanner to develop a digital document system. In 

the early stages, template matching and statistical and structural 

analysis methods were studied. There is a disadvantage in that 

the recognition time may be long because the rules for feature 

characters vary greatly depending on the font. Recently, studies 

using artificial neural network (ANN) models have mainly been 

conducted to recognize character patterns. Shi et al. [15] pro-

posed a CRNN, which is a combination of a CNN and RNN. It 

has the advantage of being able to learn directly from words ra-

ther than letters. As a result, they use less storage space because 

they contain far fewer parameters than the standard DCNN mod-

els. In addition, Shi et al. [16] presented a spatial transformer 

network that can consider irregular shapes, such as perspective 

distortion and letter placement in words in natural images, unlike 

words in documents. Unlike using a separate text correction ele-

ment in general, the recognition accuracy of irregular scene text 

was greatly improved by using attention-based spatial transfor-

mation network modules. Because the general OCR technology 
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reads the entire document and recognizes characters, unnecessary 

parts may be recognized. This sometimes causes inconvenience 

because it must be manually sorted to solve it. Therefore, it is 

important to extract only the necessary information by recogniz-

ing and understanding the text in a document.  

2.2 Visual document understanding 
VDU refers to understanding and extracting essential infor-

mation from structured documents, such as receipts, invoices, 

and business cards. To perform VDU, most methods consist of 

three steps. First, the text is extracted using OCR technology, and 

then the OCRed text is serialized into a sequence of tokens. Fi-

nally, if possible, it was fed into the language model along with 

some visual features. Hwang et al. [17] proposed a spatial de-

pendency parser to solve the problem of not being able to handle 

complex spatial relationships in structured documents easily. Im-

proved accuracy in form comprehension tasks for real documents 

by formulating it as a problem of constructing a spatial depend-

ency graph of documents. Hwang et al. [18] proposed an end-to-

end framework based on serialization after OCR through weak 

supervision. As a result, there is a disadvantage that the perfor-

mance is dependent on the performance of OCR. In addition, be-

cause OCR and VDU are separated, a large dataset must be built 

to improve performance through pre-training. Recently, Donut, 

an end-to-end framework from the OCR to VDU, was proposed 

[14]. Because the text processed by OCR is not required, the 

amount of computation is proven to be more effective than exist-

ing methods. However, because the processing process is per-

formed without segmenting the input image, the recognition per-

formance may deteriorate because the background image con-

tains unnecessary information. In particular, the amount of cal-

culation increases as the resolution has to be raised due to the 

background image. 

3. Proposed HPDIU model

3.1 Overall architecture of proposed HPDIU model 
 The proposed HPDIU model aims to automate delivery re-

ceipts through manual invoice recognition. Figure 1 shows the 

overall architecture of the proposed system, composed of region 

detection of PDI (RD-PDI) and information extraction of PDI 

(IE-PDI). The RD-PDI process converts an image containing 

only sender and recipient information from the courier box im-

age scanned above. IE-PDI classifies the properties of the ad-

dress, name, and phone number handwritten on PDI in the image 

Figure 1: Overall architecture of HPDIU 

detected through RD-PDI and converts the recognized result into 

text form. Because the proposed model does not require the la-

beling of text areas, it is easy to build a dataset. In addition, it is 

efficient because only the image region, including the property 

value, is inputted. 

3.2 Region detection of PDI 

Region detection in the PDI model detects the region where 

the sender and recipient are written in the image taken from the 

top of the delivery box in five steps, as shown in Figure 2. The 

first step is denoising to remove the noise caused by intrinsic or 

extrinsic factors of the image. The method uses nonlocal means 

denoising, which shows superior performance compared to 

Gaussian and median filters [19]. The denoised pixel value u(p) 

is obtained by dividing the sum of the products of the weight fac-

tor f(p, q) and the original image by the sum of the weight factors, 

as follows: 

u(p) = 1
𝐶𝐶(𝑝𝑝)

∑ 𝑣𝑣(𝑞𝑞)𝑓𝑓(𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞),𝑞𝑞∈𝛺𝛺     (1) 

where p is the reference pixel, q is the surrounding pixel, Ω is 

the area of the image, and v(q) is the value of the original image 

at q. The weight factor is used to determine the value of a pixel 

with high similarity using the Euclidean distance between p and 

q, as shown 

𝑓𝑓(𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞) = 𝑒𝑒
−|𝐵𝐵(𝑝𝑝)−𝐵𝐵(𝑞𝑞)|2

ℎ
2

 ,   (2) 

B(p) is the average of the pixels around p and h is a filtering 

parameter. In the segmentation step, the image expressed in the 

RGB color space is converted to the HSV color space to intui-

tively check the color by expressing the image at an angle to re-

duce the effect of brightness. Then, because the color of the box 

is brown, the box and the background image are divided by con-

verting the hue range from 0 to 20 into a black area. The seg-

mented image detects the vertices of the invoice through the par-

cel delivery invoice edge detection step, which is composed of 

an edge detection algorithm and a contour detection algorithm. 

The detected vertex is a square rotated or distorted according to 

the shape attached to the package. Therefore, in the 2D image  
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Figure 2: Structure of RD-PDI 

transformation step, the distorted image is converted into a rec-

tangular shape using homography to input a certain invoice shape 

into the OCR model. Finally, the sender and recipient areas were 

cropped using the coordinates of the invoice known in advance. 

3.3 Information extraction of PDI 
 The donut model was used to perform PDI information ex-

traction. Compared to other VDU models, donut has the ad-

vantage of exhibiting a high accuracy performance with a rela-

tively small amount of computation. The structure of the pro-

posed model consists of a visual encoder for extracting spatial 

features from the image output through the region detection of 

the PDI model and a textual decoder module to output a struc-

tured format by mapping the extracted features to lower word to-

kens, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, it can be easily learned 

using an end-to-end method without an existing OCR. The visual 

encoder converts input image x into an embedding set z. We used 

a proven shifted windows (Swin) transformer [20] from Donut. 

The Swin converter divides the input image into patches of non-

overlapping sizes through patch partitions and then makes them 

into features. Then, it is input to the Swin transformer through 

linear embedding. Each Swin transformer block is a structure in 

which windows multi-head self-attention (W-MSA) and shifted 

windows multi-head self-attention (SW-MSA) are continuously 

connected. W-MSA performs self-attention only between patches 

inside non-overlapping local windows. SW-MSA performs self-

attention in a shifted window not only in a fixed location, but also 

in various areas. The final output of the Swin transformer is the 

input to the textual decoder. 

The textual decoder converted the input visual encoder into 

Figure 3: Structure of IE-PDI 

a sequence of tokens. We used a bidirectional autoregressive 

transformer (BART), whose performance has been proven in Do-

nut for textual decoding [21]. BART is a denoising autoencoder 

built on the seq2seq model, which has a bidirectional encoder, as 

in the BERT model [22], and an auto-regressive decoder, as in 

the GPT model [23]. In addition, BART can apply any arbitrary 

transformation directly to the existing text, even by changing its 

length. Consequently, the sequence structure output by the tex-

tual decoder is in the form of a markup language that wraps ele-

ments with tags. The tag that expresses the properties of PDI con-

sists of six tags (name and address, name, and phone number of 

the sender and receiver). Finally, the results output by the textual 

decoder are converted into JSON format so that they can be eas-

ily parsed and created in the software. 

4. Experimental Environment and Evaluation

4.1 Dataset and training environment 
The dataset used in the experiment consisted of 500 handwrit-

ten invoices and labels written by 20 middle-aged people in 

Yeongdo-gu and five students from the Korea Maritime and 

Ocean University for training and evaluating the HPDIU models. 

Because the properties of the courier invoice, such as address, 

name, and phone number, are private information, labels consist-

ing of attribute values and words were created using the Faker 

library. The properties of the courier invoice were written in post 

office forms. An address label consists of 3–6 words, 3 syllables, 
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and a phone number of 9–11 syllables. 

 The environment settings of the server used for the neural net-

work were as follows: Torch 1.11.0+cuda11.3 and torchvision 

0.12.0 +cuda11.3 were used in the training framework, and an 

Nvidia RTX 8000 was used as the GPU. During training, the 

Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.00002 was used, and 

the validation data was set to 10% of the training data. The neural 

network was trained for 50 epochs in total, and the batch size was 

8. 

4.2 Evaluation method 
Two experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness 

of the proposed PDIUT. First, the detection process is performed 

from the original image to the image containing the information 

of the sender and recipient. The original video used here was an 

image that included the input courier invoice and background 

video, and the input size was 4032 × 3024. 

Second, the accuracy of each class of PDIUT is quantitatively 

evaluated using the BLEU score, and the actual output result is 

compared with the ground truth to perform a qualitative evalua-

tion. Because the number of datasets to be trained was small, 

fine-tuning was performed based on the donut-based model pro-

vided by Naver Clover, where pre-training was performed. The 

donut-based model is trained with a dataset of 11 M English doc-

ument images provided by IT-CDIP [24] and a synthesized da-

taset of 0.5 M for each language using Wikipedia in Chinese, Jap-

anese, Korean, and English. The size of the original image was 

1,200 × 900, and when inputting it to the model, it was resized 

to 960 × 720 to reduce the amount of computation of the model. 

In the Swin-B transformer model used as a video encoder, the 

number of layers was 2, 2, 14, and 2, and the window size was 

10. 

5. Experimental Results
 Figure 4 shows the ROI detection process for the postal par-

cels. Figure 4 (a) shows an image entered into the postal address 

information recognition system and is similar to a kiosk environ-

ment that accepts parcels. Figure 4 (b) shows the results of de-

tecting the area of the parcel delivery invoice through denoising, 

segmentation, and edge detection, and it can be confirmed that 

the edge of the invoice is accurately detected. Figure 4 (c) shows 

a parcel delivery invoice that outputs the detected area through a 

2D transformation, and Figure 4 (d) shows an image obtained by 

extracting only the sender-recipient area using prior information  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4: Process of region detection of PDI 

Figure 5: Training loss of HPDIU 

on the invoice. In the experiment, it was confirmed that the pre-

processing module detected the parcel delivery sender-recipient 

area and converted it into the minimum input data required by 

PDIUT. 

Figure 5 shows the loss value according to the step to show 

the results of model training. As for the loss in the first step, it 

can be seen that the difference between the pretrained model and 

the prediction result is quite large. As the steps progressed, the 

loss gradually stabilized, and the difference was insignificant 

from 500 or more. This is because the words to be recognized are 

Korean cursive, and the structure of the document is different 

from that of the previously learned dataset. Despite the differ-

ences in these datasets, stable fine-tuning results were observed. 

Table 1 shows the results of the character-by-letter evaluation 

according to the properties of the courier invoice used to evaluate 

the quantitative performance of the proposed model. Here, the 
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation result of HPDIU 

Scale Address Name Phone number 
Total - 1,947 300 1,210 

Accuracy 
(%) 

1/4 85.02 79.15 94.71 
1/3 89.25 83.97 97.19 
1/2 88.51 87.33 97.93 
1 88.03 91 97.93 

properties of the sender and receiver were combined and evaluated. 

In addition, by evaluating the performance that can vary depend-

ing on the image size, the amount of computation and recognition 

accuracy can be evaluated by considering the image size, includ-

ing the background image. We assume that, for most predictions, 

there are few out-of-order or duplicate characters. The experi-

ment showed that the phone number matching accuracy was the 

highest at 97.93% and the address prediction result was the low-

est at 88.03%. Errors are higher than for other attributes because 

addresses do not have a simple structure in the form of other 

phone numbers or names. In addition, it can be observed that the 

recognition accuracy for names and phone numbers decreased as 

the scale changed. By contrast, the accuracy of the address fell 

from 1/4 of the scale. We can see that the overall performance 

degrades significantly owing to a change in scale. The average 

accuracy of the original image was 91.76%, proving that a con-

siderably high performance can be obtained by understanding the 

structure of the courier invoice using the proposed method. If the 

scale is converted to 1/4, we see a performance drop of approxi-

mately 3% to an average accuracy of 87.90%. Here, the result of 

the experiment that did not include the background image is de-

picted. Therefore, if the background and PDI are not distin-

guished, the difference in recognition accuracy according to scale 

may be further increased. 

Figure 6 shows the results of the words generated by each 

model for a given image to compare whether the words generated 

by the proposed model are accurately provided. The words in the 

JSON format generated by the proposed model were compared 

with ground truth words. It can be seen that the attributes of the 

address, name, and phone number were well detected for each 

image. In the sender information in Figure 6(a), even if the name 

and phone number are on one line, they are separately detected, 

and it can be confirmed that the attribute is correctly matched. In 

Figure 6(b), even though the font is different from Figure 6(a), 

the correct word was generated for each attribute.  

These results prove that correct words can be accurately gen-

erated for each attribute, despite the difference in fonts for each per-

son because of cursive handwriting. However, because it is a cursive 

(a) 

Proposed Model: {'s_pnumber': '078-8233-7302', 's_name': 

'나정숙', 's_address': '충청남도 아산시 

월산로 250', 'r_pnumber': '031-417-6280', 

'r_name': '김정웅', 'r_address': '경기도 

화성시 송산동 97-34'} 

Ground truth: {'s_pnumber': '070-8233-7302', 's_name': 

'나정숙', 's_address': '충청남도 아산시 

월산로 250', 'r_pnumber': '031-417-6280', 

'r_name': '김정웅', 'r_address': '경기도 

화성시 송산동 97-34'} 

(b) 

Proposed Model: {'s_pnumber': '070-8205-6052', 's_name': 

'최은주', 's_address': '경상북도 상주시 

화서면 159-3', 'r_pnumber': '052-663-2830', 

'r_name': '백정웅', 'r_address': '경기도 

여주시 북내면 446'} 

Ground-truth: {'s_pnumber': '070-8205-6052', 's_name': 

'최은주', 's_address': '경상북도 상주시 

화서면 159-3', 'r_pnumber': '052-663-2830', 

'r_name': '백정웅', 'r_address': '경기도 

여주시 북내면 446'} 
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(c) 

Proposed Model: {'s_pnumber': '043-236-7053', 's_name': 

'이재현', 's_address': '충청남도 서천군 

장창군 332-13', 'r_pnumber': '054-889-

2133', 'r_name': '김미영', 'r_address': 

'부산광역시 부산진구 양평동 386-6'} 

Ground truth: {'s_pnumber': '043-236-7053', 's_name': 

'이재현', 's_address': '충청남도 서천군 

장항읍 332-13', 'r_pnumber': '054-889-

2133', 'r_name': '김미영', 'r_address': 

'부산광역시 부산진구 양정동 386-6'} 

(d) 

Proposed Model: {'s_pnumber': '044-026-4688', 's_name': 

'임식윤', 's_address': '전라북도 완주군 

덕평로 275-16', 'r_pnumber': '092-060-

0019', 'r_name': '박지후', 'r_address': 

'경기도 양평군 오청길 46번길 22-1'} 

Ground truth: {'s_pnumber': '044-026-4688', 's_name': 

'이서연', 's_address': '전라북도 완주군 

덕평로 275-16', 'r_pnumber': '042-060-

0019', 'r_name': '곽지후', 'r_address': 

'경기도 양평군 도청길 46번길 22-1'} 

Figure 6: Qualitative evaluation results of HPDIU 

font, the difference in height between characters or lines is un-

clear, unlike printed fonts, resulting in errors. Figure 6(c) shows 

an image in which character recognition failed because the spac-

ing between the characters was too narrow. Because of the nature 

of handwriting, errors may occur if each letter overlaps. In addi-

tion, Figure 6(d) shows an image in which character recognition 

fails because the height interval between lines is too narrow. As 

the name and phone number overlapped, it was recognized as a 

species that did not exist in the name. 

A large amount of data is required for more accurate recogni-

tion. In other words, the number of words that can be expressed 

in Hangeul is 11,172, and the number of cases is inevitably large 

because the cursive style of Hangeul is diverse owing to individ-

ual differences. However, 450 data points were used to train the 

model, demonstrating that considerable accuracy could be ob-

tained even with a fairly small dataset. In addition, because it is 

possible without a bounding box that indicates the position of a 

character, such as OCR, the time to build a dataset can be signif-

icantly reduced. 

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a preprocessing and artificial neural 

network model that can automatically extract address infor-

mation from postal invoice images to reduce delivery time and 

user waiting time. Using Donut, an end-to-end framework that 

combines OCR and VDU, it is demonstrated that the process of 

detecting, recognizing, and understanding characters in postal in-

voices can be integrated. The proposed model has the advantage 

that the amount of computation is smaller than that of other meth-

ods that combine the OCR and VDU algorithms. In addition, un-

necessary information was removed from the image through the 

preprocessing model so that the image, including the postal in-

voice and the background, could be considered. 

In future, to utilize the proposed model for unmanned postal 

receivers, it should be designed as an embedded system. There-

fore, we plan to conduct research on ways to simultaneously re-

duce weight and maintain performance at the same time. 
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